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Abstracts

Editorial note

(EN) means that the talk is presented in English, (PL) � in Polish.

The Problem of Singularity for Weighted Graphs

Anna Bie« (EN)
University of Silesia, Katowice

Institute of Mathematics
Poland

anna.bien@us.edu.pl

We consider the problem of singularity and present methods of reducing
weighted graphs. In our approach we take into consideration the set S(G) of
all sesquivalent spanning graphs of a weighted graph G. Every component of
a graph Γ ∈ S(G) is either a P2 path or a cycle. Let P2(Γ) denote a set of all
components, which are P2 paths, and C(Γ) a set of all components which are
cycles. We denote sg(Γ) := |V (Γ)| − c(Γ) and k(Γ) := |E(Γ)| − |V (Γ)| + c(Γ)
Notice, that k(Γ) = |C(Γ)| and sg(Γ) is a number of all components of Γ, which
have even number of vertices.

If G is a weighted graph, then we can calculate detA(G) applying the follo-
wing theorem.

Theorem 1.

detA(G) =
∑

Γ∈S(G)

(−1)sg(Γ)2k(Γ)
∏

e∈P2(Γ)

w(e)2
∏

e∈C(Γ)

w(e)


where w(e) denotes the weight of the edge e.

It is a generalised version of a theorem presented by Harary in [1]. We can
apply this formula to calculate determinants of adjacency matrices of weighted
paths and cycles. We obtain

detA(Pn) =

{
0 if 2 6 |n∏
e∈E1(Pn) w(e)2 if 2|n
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and

detA(Cn) =


2
∏
e∈E(Cn) w(e) if 2 6 |n

−
[∏

e∈E1(Cn) w(e) +
∏
e∈E2(Cn) w(e)

]2
if 2|n ∧ 4 6 |n[∏

e∈E1(Cn) w(e)−
∏
e∈E2(Cn) w(e)

]2
if 4|n

where E1(C2k) = {[v1, v2], [v3, v4], . . . [v2k−1, v2k]} and E2(C2k) = E(C2k) \
E1(C2k).

As long as we have the formula to calculate the determinant of a weighted
graph, we can de�ne the operation of adding and subtracting vertices. We might
obtain weighted graphs, when we apply these operations to simple graphs.
However, it does not change the determinant of the adjacency matrix of the
graph.

We will present examples of simple graphs, such as hexagonal grids or three
dimensional products of paths, which can be reduced, by subtracting or ad-
ding vertices, to uncomplicated weighted graphs. The determinant of obtained
weighted graphs can be easily calculated by applying the main formula.

References

[1] H F. Harary: The determinant of the adjacency matrix of a graph, SIAM Rev.
4 (1962), 202�210.

Model Sets and Model Complete Theories

Janusz Czelakowski (EN)
Opole University, Opole

Institute of Mathematics and Informatics
Poland

jczel@math.uni.opole.pl

Let L be a countable language, i.e., L is a countable set of predicates,
operation symbols and constants. V ar = {vn : n ∈ N} is a (countable) set of
individual variables. For(L) is the set of �rst-order formulas of L.

If Σ is a set of formulas, then FreeV ar(Σ) is the set of individual variables
that occur free in the formulas of Σ. Thus FreeV ar(Σ) =

⋃
σ∈Σ FreeV ar(σ).

CLCLCL is the set of theses of classical logic. By de�nition, CLCLCL consists of for-
mulas derivable from the standard logical axioms (including the quanti�er and
equality axioms) by means of Modus Ponens and the rule of generalization.
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C is the `provability' consequence operation of classical logic on the set
For(L). Thus, for any Σ ⊆ For(L), C(Σ) is the set of all formulas derivable
from the set Σ ∪CLCLCL by means of Modus Ponens.

An ultraset (alias a Lindenbaum set) is an arbitrary maximal and consi-
stent set ∆ of formulas from For(L). An ultraset ∆ is called a model set if
it additionally has the property that for every individual variable x and every
formula ϕ of For(L),

(∃x)ϕ ∈ ∆ ⇔ for some variable y such that the substitution x/y(1)

is free for ϕ, the formula ϕ(x/y) belongs to ∆.

If (∃x)ϕ ∈ ∆, then any variable y such that the right hand side of (1) holds
is called a witness for (∃x)ϕ with respect to ∆.

Modset(L) is the family of model sets. Model sets exist:

Theorem Let Σ be an arbitrary consistent set of formulas of L such that

the set of variables V ar\FreeV ar(Σ) is in�nite. (In particular, let Σ be a set of

sentences.) Then C(Σ) is the intersection of all model sets ∆ such that Σ ⊆ ∆.

The above theorem (after some modi�cations) implies the Completeness
Theorem in the strong sense: for any set of formulas Σ and any formula σ, σ is
derivable form Σ if and only if σ logically follows from Σ. In other words, model
sets determine a su�ciently broad class of models that yield the Completeness
Theorem.

In the talk, the signi�cance of model sets in various model-theoretic contexts
is examined.

Almost Structural Completeness in some
Many-valued Logics

Wojciech Dzik (EN)
Silesian University, Katowice
Institute of Mathematics

Poland

dzikw@silesia.top.pl

Key words: structural completeness, almost structural completeness, uni�-
cation, projective uni�ers, �ukasiewicz logics, MVn-algebras.

Uni�ers of special kind are applied to show that some many�valued logics,
including many�valued �ukasiewicz logics are almost structurally complete.

We consider structural (i.e. closed under substitutions) rules of inference
of the form A /B instead of A1, . . . , An /B. A rule r : A /B is admissible in
a logic L, if for every substitution τ , whenever `L τA, than `L τB. A rule
r : A /B is drivable in a logic L, if A `L B.
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Given a formula α, a uni�er for A in a logic L is a substitution σ such that
`L σ(A). A formula A is uni�able in L, if such σ exists.A projective uni�er for
a uni�able formula A in a logic L is a uni�er σ for A such that A `L σ(x)↔ x.
L has projective uni�cation if every uni�able formula has a projective uni�er.

Now a logic L is structurally complete i� (?) every (structural) admissible
rule in L is derivable in L, in terms of uni�ers: i� every uni�er for A is a uni�er
for B, `L σ(A) implies `L σ(B).

Some logics are not structurally complete due to the fact that some passive
rules are not derivable. A rule r : A/B is passive in L, if the premise A is
not uni�able in L, i.e. for every substitution τ , 6`L τA. A logic L is almost

structurally complete i� every (structural) admissible rule in L which is not
passive is derivable in L.

We show that some many�valued logics having projective uni�cation are
structurally complete or almost structurally complete.

Blocks of Skeleton Tolerances

Anetta Górnicka, Joanna Grygiel (EN)
Jan Dªugosz University, Cz¦stochowa

Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science

Poland

a.gornicka@ajd.czest.pl, j.e.grygiel@gmail.com

Katarzyna Grygiel
Jagiellonian University, Cracow

Theoretical Computer Science Department
Poland

grygiel@tcs.uj.edu.pl

The notion of tolerance, which can be considered as a natural generalization
of congruence for algebraic structures, was introduced by Chajda and Zelinka
[1] and it is of growing importance nowadays. A binary relation R on a lattice
L is said to be a tolerance relation i� it is re�exive, symmetric and compatible
with joins and meets of the lattice. A block of R is every maximal subset of L in
which every two elements are in the relation R. It is known [2] that in a �nite
case blocks are intervals and they themselves form a lattice, called a factor
lattice by R. The skeleton tolerance of a lattice, i.e., the tolerance generated
by the set of all prime quotients in the lattice, and its factor lattice called a
skeleton play a special role in the lattice theory. It was proved by Herrmann [5]
that every �nite lattice is a skeleton of a �nite distributive lattice. However, it
turns out that there are lattices which cannot be blocks of a skeleton tolerance
of any �nite lattice. It is clear for modular lattices, in particular, as it is known
that their blocks of the skeleton tolerance are maximal complemented intervals
of such lattices [3]. Our goal is to characterize lattices which can be blocks of
the skeleton tolerance in the general case.
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Finite Distributive Lattices and their Boolean
Parts

Katarzyna Grygiel (EN)
Jagiellonian University, Cracow

Theoretical Computer Science Department
Poland

grygiel@tcs.uj.edu.pl

Joint work with Gábor Czédli and Joanna Grygiel

It is often di�cult to maintain big, however �nite, structures which emerge
in practical applications of lattice theory. Therefore, there is a natural tendency
to �nd their description as concise as possible. Finite distributive lattices are
especially good from this point of view since they can be regarded as built
from very regular parts � boolean intervals glued together according to some
pattern being a lattice itself. Many representations of distributive lattices are
known, however, none of them provides a possibility to store numerical features
of the lattices.

We discuss another representation, introduced in 2006 by J. Grygiel, called
the weighted double skeleton. Our goal is to show that this representation is
unique for some classes of distributive lattices. We also formulate an algorithm
for reconstructing the lattice on the basis of its weighted double skeleton and,
in particular, for reconstructing the poset of its join-irreducible elements. It
means that knowing only some facts concerning parts of a lattice we are able
to describe most of its features and, in many cases, reconstruct it uniquely.

Our approach seems to o�er the most concise known description of �nite
distributive lattices, especially in the situation when the size of a given lattice
is much larger than the number of its maximal boolean intervals.1

References
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Some Result on Bimodal Logic (S5,S5 )

Sªawomir Kost (PL)
University of Silesia, Katowice

Institute of Mathematics
Poland

slawomir.kost@us.edu.pl

Mono-modal logic is one of the most popular areas of research in philosophy
and mathematics. There is a fair number of high-powered results on (strong)
completeness, decidability or �nite model property ([2]), to name but a few.
However, when we turn to the polymodal case, there are a lot of unanswered
questions. In some cases of polymodal systems, to determine the completeness
or the decidability problems, it su�ces to con�ne our considerations to the
independently axiomatizable bimodal logic.

In our talk we focus on independently axiomatizable bimodal system (S5, S5)
which is a fusion of two S5 systems. It means that this is the smallest multi-
modal system containing the following axioms

K 2i(ϕ→ ψ)→ (2iϕ→ 2iψ),
T 2iϕ→ ϕ,
4 2iϕ→ 2i2iϕ,
B 3i2iϕ→ ϕ,

which is closed under the rules of detachment (MP : given ϕ and ϕ→ ψ, prove
ψ) and necessity (RNi: given a formula ϕ, we infer 2iϕ), for i = 1, 2.

It is already known that completeness is preserved under the formation of
fusions. Namely, the system (S5, S5) is complete with respect to the class of
the following 2-frames (see [1])

{〈W,R1, R2〉 : Ri is an equivalence relation on W, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2}.

In the mono-modal logic case, it is easy to show that S5 is complete with
respect to one particular frame. Thus, our aim is to distinguish only one frame
with that property for the system (S5, S5). To that end, �rst we have to consi-
der notions such as p-morphism or �nite model property. Then, we obtain our
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main result which states that the system (S5, S5) is complete with respect to
the frame F = 〈U,R1, R2〉, where U = {(a1, . . . , an) ∈ Nn : n ∈ {2, 3, . . .}} and
R1, R2 are some particular equivalence relations.

References

[1] D.M. Gabbay, A. Kurucz, F. Wolter, M. Zakharyaschev: Many-Dimensional
Modal Logics: Theory and Applications.

[2] P. Blackburn, Maarten De Rijke, Yde Venema: Modal Logic.

Blocks of Tolerance in Re�exive and Symmetric
Kripke Frames

Zofia Kostrzycka (EN)
Opole University of Technology, Opole

Faculty of Production Engineering and Logistics
Poland

z.kostrzycka@po.opole.pl

We examine the Brouwer logic KTB := K ⊕ T ⊕ B, where the special
axioms are the following: T := 2p→ p and B := p→ 23p. The set of rules
consists of modus ponens, substitution and the Gödel rule.

Let F = 〈W,R〉 be a KTB-Kripke frame (R is re�exive and symmetric
relation on W ). Then R is called a tolerance on F. A non-empty subset U ⊆W
is called a block of the tolerance R, if U is a maximal subset with U × U ⊆ R
(if U ⊆ V and V × V ⊆ R, then U = V ). Each re�exive and symmetric frame
〈W,R〉 can be divided into blocks of tolerance.

De�nition 1. It is said that a frame 〈W,R〉 consists of linearly ordered blocks

of tolerance if the following two conditions hold:

(L1) (B1 ∩B2 ∩B3) = ∅,
(L2) (B1 ∩B2 6= ∅ ∧ B2 ∩B3 6= ∅) ⇒ (B1 ∩B2) ∪ (B2 ∩B3) = B2

for any three blocks B1, B2, B3

The aim of the paper is to characterize logics determined by such frames.
The motivation for our research are the results obtained by R. Bull for exten-
sions of S4.3 logic (see [2]). Semantically, all such extensions are determined
by chains of clusters (the relation in a frame is re�exive and transitive). It is
proved that all normal extensions of S4.3 have �nite model property (f.m.p.)
and they are �nitely axiomatizable.

The following question arises: is the linear order of blocks of tolerance in
frames re�ected by any modal formula? The answer to this question is positive.
We consider the formula

(3′) := 2p ∨2(2p→ 2q) ∨2((2p ∧2q)→ r)
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and the logic KTB.3′ := KTB⊕ (3′).
We prove that:

Theorem 2. The logic KTB.3′ is complete with respect to the class of re�exive
and symmetric frames with linearly ordered blocks of tolerance.

Theorem 3. The logic KTB.3′ has f.m.p.

References

[1] P. Blackburn, M. de Rijke, Y. Venema, Modal Logic, Cambridge University
Press, New York 2001.
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Bisimulations of Finite Kripke Models

Maªgorzata Kruszelnicka (EN)
University of Silesia, Katowice

Institute of Mathematics
Poland

m.kruszelnicka@math.us.edu.pl

Given two classical structures, one of the most important questions is whe-
ther they validate the same formulae. Since the notion of logical equivalence
involves language, our aim is to �nd a suitable condition that is de�ned directly
in terms of structural properties. When we discard the notion of structure iso-
morphism as a too strong and too restrictive one, we have to look for another
condition for logical equivalence.

In classical model theory the problem is to �nd a structural description
for the notion of elementary equivalence. That problem was �rst stated by
Alfred Tarski; the solution was found by Fraïssé and then by Ehrenfeucht,
and referred to well-known Ehrenfeucht�Fraïssé games. One of the versions of
Ehrenfeucht�Fraïssé Theorem states that two classical �rst-order structures A
and B are elementarily equivalent with respect to all sentences with quanti�er
complexity not greater than n, A ≡n B, whenever there exists a winning stra-
tegy for Duplicator in Ehrenfeucht�Fraïssé game of length n on structures A
and B ([1]). It turns out that the inverse implication also holds, but it requires
some additional assumptions.

We consider the case of Kripke semantics for intuitionistic �rst-order the-
ories. In that case the problem is to �nd a structural description for the no-
tion of logical equivalence of two Kripke models. As a counterpart of Ehren-
feucht�Fraïssé game of length n on structures A and B we consider the notion
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of bounded bisimulation between nodes α and β of Kripke models K and M
respectively, which ful�lls particular `zig' and `zag' conditions.

Since quanti�ers ∀ and ∃ are not mutually de�nable, and implication refers
to all nodes accessible from a certain node, as a measure of formula's comple-
xity we consider the characteristic of a formula. We say that characteristic of
a formula ϕ, char(ϕ), equals (→p,∀ q,∃ r) whenever there are p nested impli-
cations, q nested universal quanti�ers and r nested existential quanti�ers in
ϕ.

In the case of Kripke models for intuitionistic �rst-order logic it is already
known (see [3]) that the existence of p, q, r-bisimulation between nodes α and
β, α ∼p,q,r β, implies their logical equivalence with respect to all formulae of
characteristic not greater than (→p,∀ q,∃ r), α ≡p,q,r β.

The subject of our research is, however, the reverse implication. The qu-
estion is under what conditions it holds. In the case of propositional intuitio-
nistic logic we have to restrict our considerations to the class of �nite Kripke
models. The theorem which states that the logical equivalence of nodes of two
�nite Kripke models implies a bisimulation between them was proved by Albert
Visser ([4]), and, subsequently, another version of this proof was presented by
Anna Paterson ([2]).

We encounter some di�culties when we turn into the �rst-order case and
have to deal with quanti�ers. Having analysed the inverse implication of Ehren-
feucht�Fraïssé Theorem in classical model theory, and the propositional intu-
itionistic logic case, we can expect that some additional assumptions on Kripke
models, language L or �rst-order structures will be needed.

We say that Kripke model K is strongly �nite if and only if both the frame
and �rst-order structures assigned to the nodes are �nite. We will consider those
Kripke models in which formulae of characteristic not greater than (→p,∀ q,∃ r)
ful�l the law of excluded middle. Moreover, the �nite signature of language
L will be considered with no function symbols. Under those assumptions we
obtain the theorem which states that the logical equivalence of nodes α and β
of two strongly �nite Kripke models implies a bisimulation between them, with
respect to all formulae of a certain characteristic.

In order to generalise the above theorem, we must establish which assump-
tions are possible to remove, and which are necessary to maintain the theorem.
In particular, to apply the theorem to a speci�c class of Kripke models, we
should weaken the assumption of the strongly �nite frame to the �nite frame
and include function symbols in the language L under consideration.
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Horn Supersystems of the Quanti�er-free
Fragment of Le±niewski's Ontology

Piotr Kulicki (EN)
John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin
Department of Foundations of Computer Science

Poland

kulicki@l3g.pl

One of the ways of getting a better understanding of a formal system is to in-
vestigate its surroundings (systems that are weaker, stronger or `neighbouring'
in some other way). In the talk I apply that strategy to Le±niewski's ontology.
The system, although relatively simple and already investigated in details, still
attracts interest from the metalogical and practical points of view.

More precisely I shall present extensions of the quanti�er free fragment of
Le±niewski's ontology (presented by A. Ishimoto), that are obtained by adding
to it axioms that are Horn formulas. A formula is a Horn formula if it takes
one of the three forms: (a) it is an implication with the conjunction of atoms
as its antecedent and an atom as its consequent, (b) it is an atom or (c) it is a
negation of a conjunction of atoms. The formulas of that type are particularly
interesting for several reasons. Firstly, all axioms of the quanti�er-free fragment
of ontology provided by Ishimoto are Horn formulas. Secondly, Horn formulas,
especially of the form (a), can be straightforwardly transformed into rules of
deduction. Thirdly, Horn formulas can be used as elements of logic programs.

The investigations of the possible extensions of Ishimoto's system lead to
the conclusion that there exist exactly 11 of them (including the inconsistent
system). I shall present their axioms, sketch the proof that they are the only
possible systems taking Horn formulas as axioms and show the models that can
be used to prove that each of the systems is di�erent from the others.

The interesting feature of the discovered space of systems is that it is �nite,
though there exist in�nitely many quanti�er-free extensions of Ishimoto system
in general.
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Relations Between Buddhist Logic and Ontology

Michaª Lipnicki (EN)
Adam Mickiewicz University, Pozna«

Department of Applied Logic
Poland

lelipou@wp.pl

This paper investigates the in�uence of the ontological views on the logical
theory developed by the prominent Buddhist logician � Dharmakirti (Dhar-
mak	�rti) who lived circa VI � VII century AD in India.

Our inquiry is being done on the two levels:

The �rst one is more general. Here the relation between the rules (trair	upya)
and laws (vy	apti) that enable the validity of a reasoning on the logical level
and the laws that characterised in what way things exist in reality (anvaya,
vyatireka) is analysed. Thus, our �rst task is to show that Dharmakirti's logic
and its �metatheory�, the very rules on which he based his view on what con-
stitutes the valid reasoning, have their foundation in the postulated nature of
reality.

Secondly, the speci�c ontological views held by Dharmakirti which had in-
�uenced his philosophical views on logic are to be presented. Talking about
Buddhism one must keep in mind that there is no such thing as �the general
Buddhist's ontology� or �the general Buddhist's epistemology�. Over the ages
Buddhism has developed quite a few philosophical standpoints which, in terms
of ontology, may spread from a �cautious� realism of the early schools (such
as: vaibh	as. ika, pudgalav	ada), to the idealism of the yog	ac	ara school. Dharma-
kirti's views can be classi�ed as belonging to the latter one. Although there
is no agreement between Buddhists when it comes to the general ontological
issues, one can point at some ideas common to most of the Buddhist sects,
such as: eventism (arthakriy	asamartha) related with permanent momentari-
ness (ks.an. ikav	ada) and anti-essencialism also called �interdependent co-arising�
(prat	�tyasamutp	ada). According to the former, the reality consists of series of
causally related and absolutely individual moments (ks.an. a); the latter says
that nothing exists independently or has the being on its own (svabh	ava). At
this point Buddhists' view on the part (avayava) and the whole (avayavin) re-
lation becomes very signi�cant. Since they claim that there is no whole existing
independently of its parts, every event can be deconstructed in more and more
subtle particles until it utterly disappears. Such idea is crucial for Dharmakirti's
consideration of what is the nature of the relations between an actual subject
of reasoning and a logical sign. Hence �nally we are going to show that from
the three types of reasoning distinguished by Dharmakirti the main two can be
described in the categories that correspond to the aforementioned ontological
views.
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On →-irreducibility in Finite Heyting Lattices

Marcin �azarz & Krzysztof Siemie«czuk (EN)
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According to familiar concepts of ∨- and ∧-irreducibility we introduce the
notion of→-irreducibility de�ned as follows: an element a is called→-irreducible,
whenever for all x, y ∈ L holds:

a = x→ y ⇒ a = y.

In our talk we consider the issue of→-irreducibility in �nite Heyting lattices.
The main result is the following

Theorem. Let L be the �nite Heyting lattice. An element a ∈ L is→-irreducible

i� a is the least element in some maximal Boolean interval in L.

Furthermore we discuss the problem of the →-representability of a given
element a by means of →-irreducible elements.

Modal Ontologic: Parts and Qualities

Marek Magdziak (PL)
Wrocªaw University, Wrocªaw

Department of Logic and Methodology of Science
Poland

mmagdziak@tlen.pl

The name ontologic was suggested by Polish logician Jerzy Perzanowski
for theoretical or formal part of ontology. By modal ontologic I understand
the formal logical study of ontological concepts within the framework of pro-
positional modal logic, especially a study of logical interconnections between
modal concepts as applied to propositions or some proposition-like entities,
on the one hand, and ontological concepts of existence, possibility, localness,
well-foundation, fusion, heteronomy and merger, used in reference to objects,
on the other hand. It is shown, that a slight modi�cation to contemporary se-
mantic analysis of modal terms can capture some ontological intuitions. There
is one key di�erence in comparison to the standard approach. I assume that
modal concepts as applied to propositions or proposition-like entities may be
relativized to the objects in a �xed ontological universe. So, instead of contexts
like it is so and so that A, where A stands for a proposition, I will study con-
texts like for b it is so and that A, where A stands for a proposition and b
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stands for an object. An object can be treated like a simple quality or a merger
of qualities and like an aggregate or a fusion of aggregates. An object can exist
or not, can be possible or not, and can be local or not. An object can be hete-
ronomous to another object and can be well-founded in another object. Let me
adopt an informal notation. For object a and proposition B let a|B mean that
for a it is necessary that B and let a||B mean that for a it is essentially that
B. For object a let Exa mean that a exist, let Posa mean that a is possible
and let Loca mean that a is local. For objects a and b let a/b mean that a is
well-founded in b and let a\b mean that a is heteronomous to b. Let (a∗b)
stand for the fusion of a and b and let (a#b) stand for the merger of a and b.
The signs ∼,&,∨,→ and ≡ will then be used respectively as symbols for nega-
tion, conjunction, disjunction, material implication and material equivalence.
The following formulas express some basic insights.

Exa→ (a|B→ B), a||B→ (B→ Exa),(1)

a|B→ (∼B→∼Exa), ∼Exa→ (a||B→∼B),(2)

(a|B & a|(∼B))→∼Posa, (a||B & a||(∼B))→∼Loca,(3)

Posa→ (a|B→∼a|(∼B)), Loca→ (a||B→∼a||(∼B)),(4)

Exa→ Posa, ∼Loca→ Exa,(5)

a/b→ (b|C→ a|C), a\b→ (a||C→ b||C),(6)

a|(Exb) ≡ a/b, b||(Exa) ≡ a\b,(7)

(a|C ∨ b|C)→ (a∗b)|C, (a∗b)||C→ (a||C & b||C),(8)

Ex(a∗b)→ (Exa & Exb), Ex(a#b)→ (Exa & Exb),(9)

(a∗b)/a and (a∗b)/b, (a#b)\a and (a#b)\b.(10)

The formal counterparts of these formulas are in fact theorems of two sen-
tential multimodal logics which are to be syntactically and semantically (in
Kripke style) described in the lecture.

The Connective "ani" and the Connective "i"
in Polish

El»bieta Magner (PL)
Wrocªaw University, Wrocªaw

Department of Logic and Methodology of Science
Poland

dr.em@wp.pl

The connective "ani" in Polish is equivalent to "neither..., nor...", while "i"
is equivalent to "and". In our paper we discuss the possibilities of replacing the
connective "i" in various interpretative contexts with the connective "ani".
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A Contribution to a Part-Whole Theory with the
Welding Relation

Krystyna Misiuna (EN)
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The property of unrestricted composition characteristic of the classical me-
reology implies that for any collection of objects there exists the object compo-
sed by the collection which is its mereological sum. The property of unrestric-
ted composition is not a consequence of the very formalism of the part-whole
relation, but a substantial claim. The classical mereology makes a di�erence
between two operations: sums and fusions, both having the property of unre-
stricted composition. Generally, the property may be expressed in the following
way:

For all collections of objects a: a compose if and only if there is at least
one a.

Kit Fine (2010) pro�ers the principles satis�ed by the operation of summa-
tion and fusion. He mentions four principles: the Principle of Absorption, the
Principle of Collapse, the Principle of Leveling, and the Principle of Permuta-
tion. Peter Simons (2006) claims that there are limitations on the universality
of composition if there is more than one category. He argues for the Principle
of Intracategoriality of Composition (IC) which states that composition is al-
ways intracategorial, and in consequence there cannot be a whole whose parts
are of di�erent ontological categories, or wholes which are di�erent categories
than their parts. Pairwise mereologically disjoint parts of a whole w partition
w, therefore an equivalence relation between the pairwise disjoint parts exists,
but the existence of the equivalence relation is not su�cient for the existence
of a real whole. Peter Simons (2006) argues that the equivalence relation must
be also a welding relation which welds a collection of individuals into a whole.
The problem with the principle (IC) is that we do not exactly know how many
such categories we need to embrace all what has been discovered by science.
We consider this problem in the case of quantum mechanics, that is, in the case
of di�erent theories explaining the measurement problem, and ontological com-
mitments of these theories. Our main question is formulated in the following
way:

Is the entity represented by a wave-function of quantum mechanics a whole
with its own welding relation?

Roger Penrose (2004) argues that the measurement problem should be
explained by taking into account the phenomenon of gravitation. Quantum
mechanics leads us to a conjecture that there is a general welding relation. The
welding relation is the gravitational �eld of an object which welds the object
with its quantum wave.
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Spatial Reasoning in Heyting Mereology
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In this paper it is shown that Heyting and Co-Heyting mereological sys-
tems provide convenient conceptual frameworks for spatial reasoning. More
precisely, in these frameworks spatial concepts such as connectedness, interior
parts, (exterior) contact, and concepts of boundaries can be de�ned in natural
and intuitively appealing ways. This fact refutes the wide-spread contention
that mereology cannot deal with the more advanced aspects of spatial reaso-
ning and therefore has to be enhanced by further non-mereological concepts to
overcome its congenital limitations. Actually, the relation between mereology
and topology turns out to be much more complex than is usually thought.

The Many Facets of Boundaries: Mereology,
Topology, and Measure Theory

Thomas Mormann (EN)
University of the Basque Country, San Sebastian
Department of Logic and Philosophy of Science

Spain

ylxmomot@sf.ehu.es

Key words: Boundary, Mereology, Topology, Measure Theory, Boolean Algebras
with Operators, Fat Cantor Sets.

The concept of boundary has many di�erent facets that bring it into the
focus of many di�erent theories, among them mereology, topology and measure
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theory. The aim of this paper is to single out a convenient class of systems of
spatial regions with well-behaved boundaries. It is shown that the class BW of
�boundary-well-behaved� regions of Euclidean space having topologically and
measure-theoretically �nice� boundaries is a (non-complete) Boolean subalge-
bra of the Boolean algebra of Borel sets of Euclidean space. With the aid of �fat
Cantor sets� it is proved that not all regular open (or regular closed) Euclidean
regions have �nice�, i.e. topologically and measure-theoretically thin, bounda-
ries.

On the Ontological Status of Substantial Wholes
and their Parts

Marek Piwowarczyk (EN)
John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin

Faculty of Philosophy
Poland

piwowar1@wp.pl

In my talk I want to consider the old problem of the ontological status of
substantial wholes and their parts.

Contemporary analytic substantialists are inclined to accept the thesis that
substances can be composed of other substances. Usually such a view contains
also some restrictions concerning this composition: it is said that no substance
can be a simple sum of its parts, or that substances are not identity-dependent
on their parts (E.J. Lowe). Anyway on the ground of these positions there
is a possibility that some artifacts and natural formations like rocks, stones,
minerals etc. are genuine substances.

This is the point of great di�erence between analytic and classical (Aristo-
telian and scholastic) substantialism. According to Aristotle and his ancient
and medieval followers parts of substantial wholes cannot be substances. There
are at least three reasons used in arguments for this claim:

1. Substances are genuine unities uni�ed by substantial form. The factor
unifying many substances into one object can be only accidental form,
thus such an object has less degree of unity than its parts.

2. No actual substance can contain two or more actual things.

3. No substance can be existentially dependent on its parts in such a way
that parts exist before the substance.

Those reasons also imply theses about the ontological status of parts of
substances: they do not have their own forms, but their forms are dependent
on the form of substance, they are only potential substances, they become
during the becoming of substance.
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I would like to analyze problems connected with those theses. My text will
be based on metaphysics of Thomas Aquinas and ontology of Roman Ingarden.
In order to describe the ontological status of parts of substances more precisely
I will give a typology of composed objects where the criterion of distinguishing
di�erent types is a kind of parts' properties which must be changed during a
process of composition.

Bisimulation Reducts of Kripke Models
for Intuitionistic Predicate Logic

Tomasz Poªacik (EN)
University of Silesia, Katowice

Institute of Mathematics
Poland

polacik@us.edu.pl

We consider Kripke semantics for intuitionistic predicate logic. Con�ning
ourselves to the class of tree models, we introduce the notion of bisimulation
reduct Kρ of a given model K. Roughly speaking, a bisimulation reduct of K
arises from the careful selection of the world of each equivalence class with
respect to the given bisimulation on K.

We prove that a bisimulation reduct of a given Kripke model K preserves
forcing of all formulas, i.e., for every formula ϕ(x̄) and a tuple of elements ā of
the common root of the models K and Kρ we haveK  ϕ(ā) i� Kρ  ϕ(ā). Thus,
since Kρ arises from removing some worlds from K, it is clearly an elementary
submodel of K in the sense of [3].

Next, from resuts of [2] it follows that under some additional assumptions
on Kρ, we can replace (some of) the worlds of Kρ by their suitable elementary
substructures in such a way that the resulting model Kρε still preserves forcing
of all formulas. Consequently, Kρε is an elementary submodel of the model K
in the general sense, as de�ned in [1].
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The part-whole notions were present, albeit implicitly, already in considera-
tions of �rst philosophers. Tales' hydor or Heraclitus' pyr had the status of
a basic part of reality but this status itself was not taken into consideration by
thinkers of this time. The part-whole notions worked in presocratic theories of
reality, but they had not been worked upon � it was too early for the re�ection
on them.

These notions became more prominent in the ancient atomism. In the sys-
tem of Democritus atoms are explicit parts of sensuous things. Parmenides,
on the other hand, advanced a kind of a negative part-whole theory in his ra-
dical doctrine of hen.

In Plato's theory of ideas the awareness of the part-whole relationship
reached still higher level: he tested a hypothesis that methexis of an individuum
in an idea is just a part-whole relation or its reverse � with a negative result
in both cases. In his late dialectic he developed some particular PW-theory of
the division of notions.

Although Aristotle developed the organon � an advanced theory of science
� part-whole notions did not win there a status of primary importance: they
remained hidden behind categorial notions of substance and its various acci-
dents. Their actual importance is evident from Aristotelian theory of de�nition
however.

In the modern era Descartes reworked classical metapysics in a radical
manner and this resulted in his dualistic metaphysics of mind (res cogitans)
and body (res extensa). As the unity of a human person was seriously endan-
gered, Descartes tried � in vain � to make one whole of these two independent
components. In this trouble the need of a philosophical part-whole theory be-
came prominent. But, alas, it was still too early for one: both Spinoza and
Leibniz tried to overcome di�culties of dualistic metaphysics by developing
rival monistic theories: numeric vs. generic monism.

From the point of view of parts and wholes Kant retreated to a dualistic
standpoint of Dinge an sich and Erscheinungen, which from systematic point
of view is not so di�erent from the Cartesian dualism. Of course, he developed
much the theory of mind and its phaenomenal correlates: the problems of the
constitution of phaenomenal things came into light and with them � problems
of objects of higher orders � founded on constituents which are not their parts
in a proper sense.
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Hegel and his dialectical construction is just a mockery of all reason, but
nevertheless his dynamic monism was an attempt at building one universal
whole of all there is, which has a fractal structure. This futile e�ort of making
one whole of just everything with the help of a magical operation of Aufhebung
(an echo of classical in�nitation operation on branches of the Porphyrean tree),
reaching the verge of absurd, led at last to a formulation of a demand of a
general part-whole theory.

Franz Brentano, rejecting heglism as an eruption of irrationalism, postula-
ted a reneval of metaphysics on the basis of a sound general part-whole theory.
This wish was ful�lled by his pupils who proposed interesting and quite elabo-
rate theories. Twardowski's theory, although built on a practical purpose of
clarifying relations between a content and an object of thinking, has neverthe-
less the air of true universality.Husserl took Twardowski's theory as a starting
point of his own one, trying to avoid some of its awkward consequences. He also
tried to pass from a purely descriptive shape of the theory of his predecessor to
a more formal (�more geometrico�) formulation of his own, although without a
spectacular e�ect.

Ingarden, justly famous of his scrupulous descriptive analyses, returned
to a properly phaenomenological, descriptive layout of a part-whole theory,
supplying us with numerous illuminative insights.

Recently such imposing formally developed theories of parts and wholes as
the set theory on one hand and Le±niewski's mereology on the other are in
use. They assume quite di�erent concepts of a set: distributive and collec-

tive one. Their particularity, as well as their mutual di�erences deserve closer
consideration.

The Role of Reasoning Types in Argumentation

Marcin Selinger (PL)
Wrocªaw University, Wrocªaw

Department of Logic and Methodology of Science
Poland

marcisel@uni.wroc.pl

One of the original achievements of the Lvov-Warsaw School in methodo-
logy was the development of the so-called �classi�cation of reasonings�. It was
primarily introduced by �ukasiewicz. Then, improved by Cze»owski, it was �-
nally modi�ed and elaborated by Ajdukiewicz in [1], which seems to be the
most advanced approach. The aim of this talk is to use this classi�cation in
the theory of argumentation, particularly to associate the reasoning types with
some argumentation schemes and diagrams that are usual tools for representing
and analyzing arguments in informal logic (see, e.g. [2], [3]).

Firstly, we recall the de�nitions of the basic reasoning types (inference, deri-
vation, demonstration, veri�cation and explanation) as they were distinguished
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by Ajdukiewicz. In opposition to reasoning, which is a mental act (or process),
we understand argumentation as an act (or process) of communication, i.e. a
speech act, in which, however, some agent's mental acts (in particular those
of reasoning) are presumed and, so to say, submitted for acceptance. On the
other hand, if we disregard the persuasive and performative function of argu-
mentation, we can obtain the propositional structures, which are the same in
arguments and in the presumed acts of reasoning. Thus the schemes and dia-
grams assigned to some reasoning types and to the corresponding arguments
are the same too. We point out such schemes and diagrams in the second part
of our talk.

Single arrows in the usual diagrams represent simple inferences that are
submitted for acceptance. Whole diagrams consist of one or many arrows, and
they represent more or less complex inferences and proofs as well. However,
the case of derivation can be represented only by extended diagrams, in which
not only premises, but also assumptions may be taken into account. Thus we
introduce a suitable notation for diagramming derivations to consider the pro-
cess of veri�cation. There are two kinds of veri�cation, namely con�rmation
and falsi�cation, so we show how to represent arguments corresponding to con-
�rmation and (ad absurdum) arguments corresponding to falsi�cation. We also
indicate some argumentation schemes associated with the discussed reasoning
types, in particular, some meta-schemes concerning the process of reasoning
itself. Finally, we consider explanation, which seems to be essentially di�erent
from argumentation (according to Ajdukiewicz it may have no conclusion at
all). However, explanation plays the crucial role in the abductive reasoning,
which obviously has a conclusion. So, in the end we also discuss schemes that
can be assigned to abductive arguments.
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I will present a general topological theory of the object and its parts. I used
in this theory the tools and concepts of topology. This theory is the development
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of the ideas contained in Husserl's third investigation in Logical Investigations.
The basic representation of object is a set in the sense of ZFC set�theory.

In every object I distinguish at least four kinds of parts: appearances,
formal parts, pieces and elements.

For every object, we can look at them from di�erent sides. From di�erent
sides we can see di�erent appearances of the object. Appearances are parts of
the object, they are not a parts of experience, as Husserl wanted. We want to
talk about the appearances of objects, about their extent, continuity, connec-
tedness, density, compactness, etc. Thus, the appearances are represented by
the topologies that can be built on this object X. Despite the fact that the ob-
ject has a lot of appearances, it is�after all�one an the same object. How to
express this fact in my theory? The moment that gives unity is the Tychono�
topology (product topology). The object it is therefore X together with all his
appearances, joined together by Tychono� topology.

Between the appearances (topologies) a �xed object X there are a certain
relations. These relations form the complete non-distributive lattice (for |X| >
3) with complementation.

Pieces of the object are simply subspaces of the object. If X is an object
that satis�es the axioms of separation T0, T1, T2, T3, each its subspace also
satis�es these axioms. It is a fact which we interpret as a theorem: piece of a
piece is a piece. The type of piece is the same as a type of a whole, which is a
piece of.

The existence of elements is the ontological postulate. They�as Jerzy Perza-
nowski would say�pre-exist.

The Application of Aristotelian Theory of Topoi
to the Theory of Argument Schemes
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The aim of the paper is to propose a hierarchy of argument schemes using
the theory of topoi introduced by Aristotle. The strength of Aristotelian list of
topoi is that it is robust and applicable in rhetorical practice and computational
models of arguments.

Common topoi are an overarching category of topoi. Common topoi for
(im)possible properties and common topoi for time can be speci�ed to obtain
the pattern of formal topoi, which, in turn, have material topoi as their subca-
tegory. Because of their less abstract form, the speci�cation of common topoi
for magnitude is material topoi. Formal topoi de�nes the �abstract� relation be-
tween objects and gives some information about properties that can be inferred
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in a given argument (in the case of subcategory common topoi for (im)possible
properties) or gives some information about the time (in the case of subcate-
gory common topoi for time). Material topoi further speci�es the objects and
provides more information about the properties.

The hierarchy of argument schemes has important applications both in per-
suasion practice and in computational models of argument. From the practical
point of view, the hierarchy would extend Aristotle's idea that led him to de-
velop the art of rhetoric, i.e. to equip a speaker with tools which minimize
an e�ort of memorizing the rhetorical techniques, i.e. to create a list of argu-
ment patterns (topoi) rather than argument instances. As a result, a relatively
small list will allow the rhetor to create a variety of many arguments useful
in di�erent contexts. A hierarchy makes the process of learning how to build
an argument even easier, i.e. knowing the small amount of very generic and
abstract �superschemes� and knowing what speci�cations of those schemes are
the most common for rhetorical practice would allow the speaker to learn and
produce instances of arguments in a more e�ective manner.

Similarly, the process of computing the properties of arguments becomes
more e�cient, since the hierarchy allows for using the procedure of inheritance,
i.e. the speci�c argument schemes (and their properties) can be inferred from
more generic schemes. The instances of a speci�c argument scheme will inherit
not only the properties of the most direct super-class but also the properties
of the indirect ones.

On ostensive de�nitions
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My talk will be devoted to the so-called ostensive de�nitions. Such de�nitions
are speci�ed as an explanation of the meaning of an expression x by showing
in the world an object, which is denoted by this expression x, i.e. the de�nition
shows a connection between words and objects or their pictures. These de�ni-
tions have been rather rarely investigated in the literature. I present examples of
such de�nitions in encyclopedias and dictionaries and I analyze them. In such
a way the types of the de�nitions can be identi�ed and the types of typical
mistakes can be found.
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A Deontic Logic of Action, an article published by K. Segerberg in 1982 was
a milestone in the development of deontic logic based on action theory since the
1950s when G. H. von Wright and J. Kalinowski had published their innovative
deontic systems. Segerberg's work was further developed in the similar style by
J. Czelakowski and R. Trypuz and P. Kulicki in deontic �rst-order theories (cf.
works of G.-J. C. Lokhorst or SETNA theory of R. Trypuz) and deontic lo-
gics of action built in connection with Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL). In
the latter class of systems two approaches can be distinguished. In one of them
deontic operators are introduced with the use of dynamic operators and the no-
tion of violation (the approach initiated by J. -J. Ch. Meyer), in the other one
at least some of them are taken as primitive (cf. works of L. T. McCarty, R. van
der Meyden and recently P. F. Castro and T. S. E. Maibaum). In the systems of
the latter kind we can further distinguish those having a two-layered construc-
tion (PDL and logic for deontic operators) and those having a three-layered
construction (Boolean or Kleene algebra for actions, PDL, logic for deontic
operators).

The main aim of our presentation is (i) to analyse the combination of ato-
mic Boolean action algebra with deontic operators (in particular, the relations
between the systems of deontic action logic without obligation, closely related
to Segerberg's systems B.O.D. and B.C.D. and the deontic and Boolean lay-
ers of Castro and Maibaum's DPL logic are taken into account) and (ii) to
analyse the combination of an algebraic structure with parallel execution, free
choice operator and sequential execution of actions with deontic operators (in
particular we shall refer to the recent results of C. Prisacariu and G. Schneider).

Taking into account deontic action logics based on Boolean algebra, we shall
point out that di�erences among them lie in two aspects that are intuitively
signi�cant: the level of closedness of a deontic action logic and the possibility
of performing no action at all. Another speci�c feature of the systems of de-
ontic action logic based on Boolean algebra is that they take the notions of
permission and forbiddance (or weak permission) as primitive introducing ob-
ligation by de�nition. We shall show that the existing de�nitions of obligation
in those systems are not acceptable. As a solution we propose an axiomatic
characterisation of obligation with an adequate class of models.

Considering deontic action logic with sequential composition of actions, it
is important to note that they pose very interesting and challenging questions
concerning the deontic characteristics of sequences of actions. For instance,
what does it really mean to impose a regulation on someone �you ought to do
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α and then β� or �you are allowed to do α and then β�, taking into account
that action α can be carried out in several ways, some of which may exclude
the possibility of executing β afterwards. Sequences of actions (as fragments of
computer programs) are widely studied in computer science by means of such
formalisms as Kleene algebra, propositional dynamic logic (PDL) (in which
Boolean and Kleene algebras are the essential components) or Hoare logic.
Those systems show their usefulness the in analysis of algorithms, programs
and more general phenomena of agents' behaviour. They were also connected
with deontic notions.

Especially recent work of C. Prisacariu and G. Schneider presents an ap-
proach similar to the one we shall refer to in our presentation. Authors build
a deontic action logic on the foundation of an algebraic structure which they
call synchronous Kleene algebra. The structure combines parallel and sequen-
tial execution of actions and a free choice operator on actions. The deontic
characteristics of complex actions, including multi-step actions, is de�ned on
the basis of deontic values of simple state-to-state transitions. The model they
use we �nd at some points unintuitive. Also the fact that they assume algebra
of actions independently from model-theoretic structure and then de�ne the
model for algebraically de�ned normal form is unusual in logic. Moreover, they
use the notion of compensation which is inseparably connected with prohibition
and obligation, which makes it di�cult to extract the fundamental properties of
prohibition and obligation. Thus, we shall propose an alternative system based
on our earlier works. We put forward the recursive de�nitions of metalogical
counterparts of deontic operators and discuss the validity of formulas construc-
ted in a minimal language with a �nite number of basic actions, parallel and
sequential compositions of actions, a free choice operator and the standard de-
ontic operators of obligation, strong permission and prohibition. We propose
the interpretation function of actions taking into account their terminated and
non-terminated executions.1
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Making a philosophical analysis connected with mental searching, di�eren-
tiating, distinguishing an object and its parts, is related with a thought analysis
of creations that are language expressions. Such an analysis entails separating
their parts up to the most elementary (atomic) ones. A syntactic analysis of

1Our work is supported by the National Science Center of Poland (DEC-2011/01/D/
HS1/04445).
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language expressions, treated as some wholes built of parts, plays also an im-
portant role in formulating fundamental semantic principles of compositionality
of meaning and denotation, which in a loose formulation reads: the meaning
(denotation) of a composed expression is a function of meanings (denotations)
of its parts.

In linguistic research, logical language analysis, and also in philosophy of
language, language expressions could be considered once as expression tokens,
and another time as expression types, according to the token-type distinction
by Ch.S. Pierce. Expression tokens are understood as concrete, sensorily per-
ceivable physical ontological objects spread in time and space, i.e., ontological
concretes, while expression types are treated as certain classes of the �rst ones �
composed of expression tokens. Types of expressions are most often understood
as abstract ontological objects, although they can also be treated as mereolo-
gical collections (see Le±niewski [1929, 1930]) or multitudes (in the framework
of Peter Simons [2011]) of expression tokens.

Formalizing syntactically any language we must choose either linguistic to-
kens or types as the starting point of considerations. If we start from token level

as the �rst level of language formalization, then we accept the nominalistic (con-
cretistic) approach to the formal analysis of language in the Le±niewski's spirit
and language of expression types are formalized on the second, types level.

The paper concerns the relationships between whole and parts in logi-
cal the syntactic analysis of language formalized in the spirit of nominali-
stic approach given by the second co-author in e.g. [1991, 2006]. Well-formed

expression-tokens (brie�y: wfes) are understood here as some mereological ob-
jects. Composed expression-tokens have the so-called functor-argument struc-
ture. Every composed wfe is compounded from a part (its main functor) and
remaining parts (arguments of that functor). All such parts of the wfe (treated
as a whole) are its 1-st order constituents. Constituents of the higher k (k > 1)
order of the wfe are parts of its constituent of the k − 1 order but they are
not proper constituents of the wfe. The relation `being a (proper) constituent
of', in the opposition to the relation `being a (proper) part of', is not partial
ordering.

Every wfe is a generalized concatenation of simple or composed words of
language. These words are componential parts of the wfe. They can consist
of some simpler ones. Parts of the wfe do not have to be its constituents. The
simplest parts of the wfe and the concatenation from which it is built are words
of language vocabulary. They decide of the length of the wfe.

So, the starting point of the formal-logical considerations on the �rst, con-
cretistic, token level is an axiomatic theory T1 of concatenation and word
tokens. It serves as a basis for formalization of all the above-mentioned con-
cepts, including notions of `part' and `constituent' denoting label-tokens as
ontological objects that are concreta. Important primitive notions of the the-
ory are: vocabulary, the ternary relation of concatenation of label-tokens and
the relation of identi�ability of label-tokens. The notions of a `generalized con-

catenation' and its `part ' are de�ned ones. It should be mentioned that in T1

the relation of concatenation is not a set-theoretical function: concatenations of
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two label-tokens can be di�erent, but identi�able label-tokens. Identi�ability of
label tokens depends on pragmatic aspects or purposes. In tokens, we formulate
not only some basic properties of concatenation but also some basic properties
of the relation of `being a part of '.

The theory of language expression tokens, the theory LT1, is built as an
extension of T1. The basic notions of LT1 are a `wfe token' and a `constituent
of the wfe'. Wfes are here some special generalized concatenations of word
tokens determined by means of their structure de�ned by a categorial grammar
originating from Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz [1935]. It to formulate an algorithm of
checking correctness of well-formedness of language expressions. In LT1, we
describe some basic properties of parts and constituents of wfes and relations
between them.

On the type level the theory LT2 of language syntax is constructed as an
extension of T1 and LT1. It is a theory of expression types treated as some
classes of identi�able wfe tokens. Their parts and constituents are some classes
of identi�able word-tokens, thus some word types that can be, but do not have to
be, understood as abstract, set-theoretical collections. They can be understood
as mereological collections or multitudes. We can also speak about collections of
parts or collections of constituents, not necessarily in the set-theoretical sense.
It is worth mentioning that all properties of part tokens and constituent tokens
valid on the token level are valid for their counterparts on the type level.

The theory TL2 can be developed to a semantic theory of language in
which the principles of compositionality are formulated by means of the notion
of `constituent types', hence the notion of `part types'.
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The notion of relation is one of the most important notions in our language.
Therefore it should come as no surprise that it was considered as one of the
categories by Aristotle. The calculus of relations was further consolidated by
Ch. S. Peirce (1839�1914) and E. Schröder (1841�1902). It is also present in
Whitehead and Russell's Principia. The theory of relations �gures prominently
in the logic textbooks from the �rst half of the 20th century. Later the theory
of relations has been given less attention. It has been presented, as if by the
way, in the textbooks on the classical predicate calculus or set theory. On the
other hand, it is given hardly any attention in the logical structures which are
nominal calculi. The traditional syllogistics has some serious di�culties with
relative names (the problem of the so-called oblique syllogisms), whereas in the
sophisticated nominal calculus�Le±niewski's ontology�relations (like in set
theory) can be introduced by de�nition.

There are some sound arguments in favour of seeing elementary ontology
as an appropriate tool in the analysis of natural language. We also have strong
linguistic intuitions about seeing the phrases of natural language with relations
as being primary to expressions with relative names.

This study proposes some extension of elementary ontology aiming at inc-
luding those linguistic intuitions.
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We characterize all structurally complete consequence relations which are
extensions of the modal logic S4.3. It turns out, in particular, that all modal
logics in Next(S4.3) are almost structurally complete (see Dzik W., Wojty-
lak P., Projective uni�cation in modal logic, Logic Journal of the IGPL (2012)
20 (1), 121�153) which means that all admissible rules with uni�able premisses
are derivable on the ground of a given logic. Derivability of the so-called passive
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rules, that is rules with non-uni�able premisses), is a more complicated mat-
ter. We characterize all consequence operations over S4.3 in terms of algebraic
operations such as products of their matrix semantics. Structurally complete
relations are given thus by products of matrices (which are topological boolean
algebras) with the degenerate algebra.

Applying Logic in Modelling Communication
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Institute of Philosophy
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Key words: formal fallacy; propositional fallacy; fallacy in a dialogue; dialogue game;
Lorenzen game

An important motivation for the interest in studying dialogues in game-
-theoretical style was Hamblin's program [1] of designing a protocol which ru-
les out the use of fallacies during a dialogue. This approach has resulted in
many formal systems exploring di�erent informal fallacies occurring in natural
dialogues.

Yet in real-life communication the speakers commit not only informal, but
also formal fallacies. A formal fallacy is understood as an argument invalid ac-
cording to some logical system. Amongst fallacies which do not follow the rules
of propositional logic and are claimed to be common in real-life practice are,
e.g., fallacies of incorrect operations on implication, i.e. denying the antecedent
(α → β, ¬α, therefore ¬β) and a�rming the consequent (α → β, β, therefore
α), or fallacies of incorrect operations on disjunction, i.e. a�rming a disjunct

(α ∨ β, α, therefore ¬β).
The aim of this talk is to propose a dialogue protocol that allows formal

fallacies to be dealt with in a game-theoretic framework of natural discourse.
While there was a lot of attention paid to the study of informal fallacies, the
formal fallacies typical for real-life communication remained ignored in the
game-theoretical exploration of dialogues.

In order to model the execution and elimination of formal fallacies in natural
dialogues, we need a system for representing natural dialogue and a system for
representing formal dialogue (i.e. the dialogue in which the validity of argument
is the topic of the dialogue). In the �rst case, we use the framework proposed
by Prakken [2], since it provides a generic and formal speci�cation of the main
elements of dialogue systems for persuasion. For handling formal fallacies in a
dialogue, we use the dialogical logic introduced by Lorenzen [3].

The strength of Lorenzen logic is that it is already expressed in the game-
-theoretical style. His dialogue game allows the players to prove if the formula
is a tautology of propositional logic. Yet, the communication language and the
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structure of the system is di�erent than in games designed to simulate natural
discourse. Using Prakken's speci�cation of dialogue systems for persuasion,
the talk proposes a game in which the players can persuade each other not
only about facts, but also about the validity of propositional formulas. The
main contribution is the translation of Lorenzen dialogical logic from original
description to the speci�cation proposed by Prakken.

Speci�cally, in case of locution rules (rules which describe which speech acts
the player can use during the game), Prakken allows six speech acts: claim α,
why α, α since S, concede α, question α and retract α. In Lorenzen's game
there are only two possible acts to perform: X attacks A and X defends A.
Still the Lorenzen's rules can be reconstructed into Prakken's generic language
such as for example:

• If X attacks A∧B, X makes question φ, where φ is formula A or formula
B, because according to Lorenzen's dialogue game, to attack conjunction
the player has to contest the validity of the formula which is an element
of the attacked conjunction,

• If X defends A ∧ B with assertion of validity of A, X makes claim φ
where φ is the formula A, respectively, if X defends A∧B with assertion
B, X makes claim ψ where ψ is the formula B, because according to
the Lorenzen's dialogue game the defence of the conjunction is made by
the assertion of the validity of the formula which was questioned in the
attack.

The project has important applications for modelling communication in
both natural contexts and Arti�cial Intelligence, since the system proposed
allows representing and eliminating formal fallacies in dialogue.
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Modal and description logics are a widely investigated area these days. Many
of these logics are known to be decidable. However, traditional Hilbert-style
calculi for deciding the validity of formulae are becoming rather obsolete in
comparison to other deductive systems, like tableau-based, resolution-based or
sequent-style decision procedures.

Tableau calculi gained much popularity in the �eld of modal and descrip-
tion logics. The reason is that they often provide e�cient decision procedures in
terms of complexity. Nevertheless, sole tableau rules, which are usually directly
synthesised from a semantic speci�cation of a given logic, are insu�cient for
ensuring termination of the procedure in the case of many modal and descrip-
tion logics. The simplest example of such non-terminating decision procedure
is a tableau calculus for the logic S4, containing rules for the connectives and
rules specifying frame conditions. It turns out that applying these rules to the
simple formula of the form 3ϕ∧32ϕ ends up in an in�nite derivation which is
caused by the transitivity condition. That is the point where we must bring into
force blocking mechanisms which consist in identifying worlds that are initially
treated in a tableau as distinct.

We can distinguish several kinds of blocking techniques, namely subset bloc-
king, equality blocking, pairwise blocking, pattern-based blocking or unrestricted
blocking. They di�er in the criteria of worlds identi�cation they use. It results
in di�erences in e�ciency of a particular tableau-based decision procedure, de-
pending on a blocking technique chosen. However, it turns out that not every
blocking mechanism is applicable to every decidable logic. By applying a wrong
blocking mechanism we can easily loose completeness of the whole calculus.

Introduced in [4], the unrestricted blocking mechanism is an explicit tableau
rule of the form:

(ub)
x = y | x 6= y

,

where x and y are labels of worlds. Obviously, (ub) is a sound rule which is a
variant of the analytical cut rule. Intuitively, (ub) allows comparing any pair
of worlds that occurred on a tableau branch and checking which applications
of the rule lead to the clash and as such, it subsumes any other blocking me-
chanisms. Admittedly, it causes many super�uous tableau performances and
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branchings, however, one of the results of exploiting (ub) is obtaining minimal
model for a given, satis�able formula. Moreover, in the case of the description
logic ALBOid, which is proven to be equivalent to L2, unrestricted blocking
is the only known mechanism that ensures termination of the tableau calculus
for this logic. It raises a question of the importance of analytical cut rule for
termination of tableau calculi.

In my talk I will describe in a more detailed manner the aforementioned
blocking mechanisms. I will also discuss a question of links between particular
blocking techniques and logics that are liable to these techniques and consider
whether applicability of a particular blocking mechanism to a particular logic
is a matter of computational e�ciency or whether it has more intrinsic nature.
In latter case I will brie�y explain a meaning of this intrinsicness.
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I will speak about my two contributions to the book Universal Logic:

An Anthology � From Hertz to Dov Gabbay, edited by J.-Y. Béziau
(Springer, 2012). The anthology is a retrospective on universal logic in the
20th century. It contains 15 papers from the period 1922 to 1996 authored by
19 logicians, mathematicians and philosophers, e.g. by P. Bernays, H. Curry,
K. Gödel, D. Scott, A. Tarski, N. da Costa. Each of the 15 works is prece-
ded by an introductory essay to explain its origin, import and impact on the
development of the science of logic.

I have written two introductory essays. First, to Tarski's Remarks on Fun-

damental Concepts of the Methodology of Mathematics (a short note originally
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published in French in 1928), and, second, to �o± and Suszko's Remarks on Sen-

tential Logics (1958). The main ideas of both these essays will be presented
during the lecture.
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In this speech, I present the possibility of the independent existence of ana-
lytic a posteriori judgments, whose existence has been ruled out by Immanuel
Kant. The foundation of my analysis is based on the phrase cogito ergo sum,
written by Descartes in the Discourse on Method. This sentence is necessary to
prove the possibility of analyzing a posteriori judgments. The documentation
is also used in the classical understanding of the nominal de�nition by Kazi-
mierz Ajdukiewicz. We can may see a similarity between this type of nominal
de�nition to Kant's analytical judgments.

Essentially, the existence of analytical a posteriori judgments becomes ap-
parent by careful examination of Kant's detailed analysis in Prolegomena to

Any Future Metaphysics and The Critique of Pure Reason. In order to provide
evidence, one may transform Descartes' cogito ergo sum to �t into the division
of judgments in order to show how the judgment is possible.

Additionally, I present other thinkers theses: Kant's critique of the semantics
of cogito ergo sum, Friedrich Nietzsche's critique in Beyond Good and Evil and
Charles H. Kahn's examination of how the word is presents a problem in the
reasoning (in The Greek Verb 'to be' and the Concept of Being).

To conclude, I make reference to Saul Kripke's more contemporary position
on this issue and then present my views and the di�erence in this case.
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